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I’ll try anything

I was playing this album last night and reading the sleevenotes was
looking at all her personal thanks and acknowledgements and this at
the end has got me wondering who she was referring to,does anyone
know??
"above all to my HP"
"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind"
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liz.
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Hi Liz, as far as I know it isn't a person. It means "to my Higher Power".
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yes that's what I thought too, the term is used in AA recovery
programs.
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Yes, it's Higher Power. I've heard Elton John using those words too. It's
from the 12 step programme for alcoholism.
Memphis
Ever since we met...
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thanks for the answers. makes me even prouder of her that she put
that in as it obviously meant so muc h to her.
she was quite something when you think of her recovery from all the
adversaries. she would be much happier today, I think, as despite all
the struggles today she c ame through all hers when it was much more
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difficult. public awareness was not so tolerant as it is now. I know its
still not perfec t but generally its a lot more supportive now?
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"every day I find you're in my heart and on my mind"
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